Our Credentials
e-Zee can provide you with experienced business analysts. e-Zee
operatives have many years’ experience being employed by, or
providing services to, all the major software suppliers including
Acturis, CDL, Open-GI , SSP and TGSL. This means they have a proven
record in software development with end-to-end experience of the
project life-cycle. They also have proven experience in interacting
directly with end-users and are results orientated with good
communication and interpersonal skills.
Step 1 - Fact Finding
The first step is to establish the areas where you are having difficulty
in delivering services or solutions. Speak to the appropriate areas of
your business to ascertain where their particular blockers are and
determine whether additional dedicated e-Zee resource could
provide the impetus you need.
Step 2 – Prioritise
Look at the deliverables and establish the priority order. The UK
Insurance market is a dynamic environment and there is always
pressure to have a product or service operational or available within
a very tight deadline. This will determine where additional e-Zee
resource can have the biggest impact.

Step 4 – Cost Benefit Analysis
With a clear view of blockers and priorities and the informal financial input
from e-Zee you are in a much better position to produce a cost benefit
analysis that, with e-Zee as your ally, should be well received by your board.
Step 5 – Proposals and Pricing
Should you wish to proceed, e-Zee will provide you with a formal proposal
featuring the scope of works, consultancy rates and the expenses. This will
need to be signed by both parties before e-Zee commence any work. The
extent of the proposal will be determined by the amount and quality of
preparation you have undertaken to date.
Additional Services
It might be worth noting that e-Zee is experienced in all aspect of system
implementation, from data mapping and migration to system configuration.
Our Project & Implementation Management factsheet may be useful. If you
are having bespoke products created for delegated authority products and
require assistance with either creating or testing these products (for your
back-office or web solutions), please also have a look at our Product
Building Services and Testing Services factsheets.

Step 3 – Speak to e-Zee
With all this information to hand you are now in a position to
approach e-Zee and under the umbrella of a non-disclosure
agreement (NDA) engage in informal discussions about where e-Zee
can provide the most appropriate personnel to engage with your
resources.
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